[Improvement in the prognosis of renal cell carcinoma by percutaneous transvascular embolization].
In a retrospective study of 303 patients with renal cell carcinomas the prognostic influence of the percutaneous transvasal embolization of the renal artery was demonstrated. In form of the life-table-method we compared statistically the survival rates of preoperatively or palliatively embolized patients with such ones who were only nephrectomized or treated only symptomatically. In the tumour stages T2 and T3 the preoperative percutaneous transvasal embolization leads to a clearly higher survival rate; in stage T2 statistically significant. After palliative embolization the improvement of the prognosis is evident compared with the inoperable patients who were treated only symptomatically. The prognosis after palliative preoperative percutaneous transvasal embolization and retarded nephrectomy is not worse than after preoperative percutaneous transvasal embolization and immediate nephrectomy. The effect of the preoperative and palliative embolization improving the prognosis should incite all partners who up to now objected to this therapeutic method to reconsider their therapy concept.